
Effective absorption helping to maintain a dry working area•	

Integrated tube holders for instrumentation facilitation•	

Generous-sized split sheet for full patient and table coverage•	

BARRIER® Neck set

BARRIER® will help you treat more patients to better care
All BARRIER products from Mölnlycke Health Care are designed to offer the optimal combination 

of protection, functionality and comfort. Our innovative and procedure specific solutions come complete 

with logistic advantages and expert training and support. These elements together will create a ripple 

effect of savings in time, effort and costs - helping you treat more patients to better care.
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Ref. No. Description Disp/Trp

697250 Neck set

1 Mayo stand cover, 79x145cm, 65x85cm absorbent

4 Cellulose towels, 18x25cm

2 OP-tapes, 9x49cm

1 Body drape, 175x230cm, adhesive split 20x20cm

1 Head drape, 260x150 cm adhesive split 20x65 cm

1 Table cover, 150x190 cm, 75x190 cm absorbent
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All specified set contents are also available for inclusion in ProcedurePak® trays.
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Unfold the drape one more time 
towards the head and remove the 
release paper.

Fix the adhesive edges to the 
patient’s neck.
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Place the head drape, labelled 2, 
on the patient’s head. Note the 
direction on the pictogram.

Place the body drape, labelled 1, in 
the midline of the patient’s chest. 
Note the direction on the pictogram.
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Fix the adhesive edges.
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Unfold the head drape towards 
you, away from you and over the 
patient’s head.

Unfold the body drape towards 
you, away from you and over the 
lower part of the body. Remove the 
release paper.
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Draping completed.

Draping instructions

100% impermeable materials providing optimal patient safety•	

Optimal folding for aseptic application, easy for one person to drape•	

User-friendly packaging with dispenser box and peel-open bag for efficient handling•	

BARRIER surgical drapes
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